Abstract. Smartcards and PKCS #11 are an appealing solution for combined storage and certificate management at the enduser level. Many applications use PKCS #11 primitives for security reasons: a popular browser, like Netscape Navigator contain a PKCS #11 cryptographic module that plays a critical role in secure web surfing and e-mail signing and encryption. Nevertheless, most market-ready solutions
Introduction
The number of users with Internet access keeps growing, and so do their security needs. The increasing number of sites offering sensitive information (like bank accounts) via HTTPS [HTTPS] protocol is an example. International e-mail, the "intelligence is in the net"-approach in network computing and e-business demand stronger security. Browsers do implement secure web surfing and digital signed and encrypted e-mail using digital certificates ([X.509] ), but they lack corresponding secure certificate storage mechanisms.
Smartcards are tamper-proof devices, where tamper-resistance is a term with practical connotation that takes into account the cost/benefit relation of the attacks. Given unlimited funds we could break the security of a card. In [USENIX 99 ] some sophisticated chemical and physical attacks are described, This work has been partially supported by the project E-TICKET CYCYT N o 2FD1997-1269-C02-01 (TEL) together with effective and low-cost countermeasures. The article concludes that they see no really effective short-term protection against carefully planned invasive tampering (involving focused ion-beam tools). "Zeroization" mechanisms for erasing secrets when tampering is detected require a continuous power supply that the credit-card form factor does not allow. The attacker can thus safely disable the zeroization mechanism before powering up the processor.
The PKCS #11 Standard
RSA Laboratories has developed, in cooperation with representatives of industry, academia and government, a family of standards called Public-Key Cryptography Standards, or PKCS for short. These standards cover RSA encryption, Diffie-Hellman key exchange, password-based encryption, an extended-certificate syntax, cryptographic message syntax, private key syntax, and certification request syntax, as well as selected attributes. The PKCS #11 specifies an application programming interface (API) for cryptographic services, called Cryptoki, short for "cryptographic token interface". Cryptoki isolates an application from details of the cryptographic device, which is called "token'. Portable cryptographic tokens, such as smartcards, are inserted in "slots", which correspond to a physical reader or other device interface. A token stores objects and can perform cryptographic functions on it. Cryptoki defines three classes of object: data, certificates, and keys. A data object is defined by an application. A certificate object stores a certificate. A key object stores a cryptographic key and it further specialices in concrete types for the various cryptographic algorithms, such as RSA public and private key. Cryptographic operations are performed in the context of sessions, which represent and established communication path with a token present in a slot.
The Cryptoki API consists of a number of functions, encompassing slot and token management and object management, as well as cryptographic functions. Table 1 shows a significative set of these functions.
Netscape and PKCS #11
Netscape incorporates a security architecture that allows for web surfing and signed and encrypted e-mail. This security architecture, well-known as the "Netscape Security Library" (NSL), makes use of PKCS #11 cryptographic modules in order to offer the appropriate high level functionality. Netscape contains an internal module PKCS #11 that constitutes a fairly complete implementation of the standard: it includes mechanisms based on RSA as well as some symmetrical key mechanisms. The internal module offers a logical vision of the computer as a cryptographic device: it uses the file system for persistent storage of Cryptoki objects and the CPU for cryptographic processing. Thanks to this module, Netscape is able to offer the capabilities mentioned above, but it has a problem: the use of the file system to store certificates and keys breaks the premise of safe storage of sensitive data. The solution adopted by Netscape is password protecting data stored on disk and to allow the incorporation of external PKCS #11 modules, which then serve as specialized interfaces to cryptographic hardware, as in the case of our JCCM module. Another peculiarity of the NSL is that it allows the simultaneous presence of several PKCS #11 modules: our module can coexist with the internal module, and therefore it is not necessary to implement the mechanisms already supported; mechanisms oriented towards data encryption are not implemented (symmetric key) because the data transfer rate between the computer and the card makes it unsuitable for the encrypting arbitrary volumes of data.
A trace of all the calls to our library needed to sign a mail from Netscape is shown below. The trace has been simplified and includes only the exit trace line for each Cryptoki functions called.
-Lines 1 to 10 : Library boot and initial data exchange. Lines 1 to 5, they are called when starting Netscape before we initiate any operation. Line 6, the token was present in the reader. Line 7, that obtains data about the token and its capabilities (lines 8 to 9). Finally, line 10, a session begins with the token. -Lines 11 to 14 : 32 seconds are spent from line 10 to 11; they correspond to the time spent in writing the e-mail. These lines correspond to the request for the PIN and the corresponding call to C_Login(). The elapsed time between lines 13 and 14 correspond to the manual introduction of the PIN. It is necessary to point out that this penalty is only incurread the first time that the certificate and the associated private key is used; the generation of a digital signature for the next and subsequent messages takes only 6s.
Smartcards and Java Card
Smartcards, besides being practical tamper-proof devices have ever-increasing computation and storage capabilities. They can be integrated in a natural way with the users' applications, for instance a favourite browser, through the use of [PKCS#11] .
Smartcards are present in a number of solutions on the market. Most of these solutions use the standard [PKCS#11] for certificate management, i.e., they provide the users with dynamic libraries that can be accessed by applications in order to handle security. The bad news is that these solutions ([SMARTSIGN], [GPKPKCS#11], [SLBCBPKCS#11]) tend to offer the applications a subset of PKCS #11 semantics, reduced to that provided by the smartcard manufacturer.
Java Card is a reduced version of Java. In particular the virtual machine is very restricted. There is no garbage collector, and every object is instantiated in persistent memory until the end of the life-cycle of the "cardlet" (Java application running in a card). With respect to language, Java Card restricts the available packages and datatypes. The programmer has to deal with a simplified Object class, no String class, and only 16 bit integers.
We have implemented our system in Java Card because this technology has several unique benefits: -Platform independence: this allows us to run our cardlet Cryptoki on different vendors' cards. -Uses the Java language: which enables high programmer productivity and all the advantages of object-oriented programming. -Multi-application capable: multiple applications can run on a single card.
-Compatible with Existing Smart Card Standards, such as ISO7816.
JCCM: Java Card Certificate Management
We have designed and implemented a system named Java Card Certificate Management (JCCM). JCCM moves part of PKCS #11 code inside a Java Card. The JCCM cardlet is responsible for object management in conformance to Cryptoki, implementing the corresponding Cryptoki functions. This is one of the key issues in the JCCM design: the cardlet handles management layer in Cryptoki objects, implementing the full management functionality defined in Cryptoki, that is: creation, lookup, copy and deletion of objects, and cryptographic functions. The set of cardlet Cryptoki APDU's (Application Data Unit) is in Table  2 . Another key issue in our design is the dynamic memory management in smartcards. EEPROM memory is the place where persistent objects live. It is a very limited resource and must be handled carefully. Cryptoki object management functions need to allocate and free memory, and we have implemented a simple memory management layer for this reason. This layer defines a spool of memory blocks that are to be marked used or free. The first two bytes of a memory block contain a free/used bit and a 15-bit block length (2 15 Bytes=32KB), sufficient to include full available EEPROM in the current Java Cards. These implementation details are hidden from the calling functions. Memory management also merges small blocks into larger ones to avoid fragmentation. PKCS #11 represents objects as arrays of attributes. Attributes are fixed-size structures formed by three fields: attribute type, value pointer and the length of the value. A JCCM cardlet uses a similar scheme. An object structure is formed by three fields:
-The "next object" pointer, 2 bytes. All the objects that are created in the card are maintained in a linked list. -Number of attributes of the object, 1 byte. This field can be deduced based on the size of the block in dynamic memory, but it has been chosen to include it: typically the card will store solely two objects, a certificate and a associated private key.
-A variable number of structures of attributes, so many as number of attributes has the object.
An attribute object has the following fields:
-Type of attribute, 4 bytes. It is the binary value defined in the standard.
-An attribute pointer, 2 bytes. The value is stored in its own block of dynamic memory. The length of this field is obtained from the head of the block of dynamic memory in which it is stored. A Java class encapsulates each of these structures; the class ObjPatr for the objects and the class AttrPatr for the attributes. These classes cannot be instantiated due to the lack of garbage collection mentioned in the Section 4, they have only static methods and members. They are used to map the array of dynamic memory to the corresponding object structure: they also have methods to set/get the value of each field and to release the associated dynamic memory. These two classes extend the class Patr, that supplies basic access to fields of type multibyte. Before using one of these classes to access a structure stored in dynamic memory it is necessary to establish the address of the structure by means of a call of setAddr(short addr), which sets the reference address used by all the methods that access the members of the structure (get...(),set...()).
JCCM Implementation
We have developed the corresponding dynamic library for Netscape that enables our final users to use JCCM in their security operations. The implementation has been done in Linux, using PC/SC Muscle and Netscape. We are porting now to Netscape for Microsoft Windows.
To demonstrate device independence, we have ported JCCM to cards from two different manufacturers: Gemplus GemXpresso RAD 211is and Schlumberger Cyberflex for Linux Starter's Kit 2.1. The differences we found are twofold: the cryptographic capabilities are not standard in Java Card 2.0 (there were no Java Card 2.1 kits on the market when we begun to develop JCCM), so we are forced to use proprietary hooks, and the way to load software differs between the cards. With respect to the cardlet itself, there are some differences; for example, the maximum size of the responses. The source code contains some compilation directives which adapt the code to the cards and it has to be precompiled to obtain java code that is then optimized for the card in question. A comparison of both cards is in Table 3 . The size of the cardlet in the GemXpresso is much larger than in the Cyberflex, but in both cards there is room enough for storing up to 4 certificates (each certificate takes 1KB). GemXpresso is significantly faster storing and retrieving certificates (almost twice as fast as Cyberflex), perhaps because of better efficiency of the virtual machine implementation. 
